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Nuclear liability and insurance cover for risks of nuclear power plants
- situation for nuclear installations in Germany -

(Dr. Tonio Bodiker, Deutsche Kernreaktor Versicherungs-Gemeinschaft
Bremsstrafie 19,50969 Koln, Germany)

Abstract:

A dispute about nuclear liability and insurance cover for risks of nuclear power plants from an insurer's point of
view has to determine and to judge the essential risk relevant factors. These are beside plant and site specific
factors considerations of insurance restrictions in the extent of cover compared with the legal scope of liability
for (re-)insurability's sake. Among such considerations are: financial limitation and obligation for its reinstate-
ment, exclusions for gradual emissions of approved activities, armed conflicts, hostilities, civil war, insurrections
or grave natural disaster and restrictions in the limitation and preclusion periods.
In comparison with conventional liability risks there are some specialities to be considered some of which prove
to be a risk relief other as a risk burden for insurance: Salvage expenses or interests and court costs to be paid by
the unsuccessful party in a lost litigation do not fall under legal liability and hence are excluded from the finan-
cial security cover so that a compensation is subject to agreed separate limits. A serious burden for the insurers
can result out of the loss regulation costs in case of a severe nuclear accident. These expenses, which can exceed
hundred million DM by far, are to be carried by the insurers in the frame of their obligation to investigate raised
claims. Therefore the insurers should aim a fixed limitation in order to restrict their limit.

1. Nuclear energy in Germany

Before I enter into the details of my topic I would like to give you some information of
domestic nuclear energy situation which were requested by the conference organiser.

The 19 operating nuclear power stations in Germany represent a gross capacity of
22,194 MWe and produced 170.4 mio MWh in 1997. This is the highest electricity pro-
duction ever performed by nuclear power plants in Germany. The portion of nuclear en-
ergy in the total electricity production runs up to 36 % and is by now the most important
domestic electricity energy source, followed by brown coal (27 %) and hard coal (25 %).

The electricity production, the time and load availability factor of all operating units in
Germany during the last two years are shown in enclosure 1.

Although the nuclear power plants have been operated safely (there have been no break-
down registered which may have caused danger to the public or to the environment so
far) and avoided 2.6 billion tons of CO2 since the start up of nuclear energy production
in 1961 the public acceptance of nuclear energy recovers only very slowly from the
Tschernobyl disaster. We do not see in the near future that the political frame conditions
may change to the better. Developments in the advanced reactor concepts like the high
temperature reactor or the European Pressurised water Reactor (EPR) from Sie-
mens/Framatome were stopped although they are urgently required. The ,,Greens" in
Germany voted for an immediate retirement from nuclear energy while the majority of
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the Social Democratic Party supports an entry into the retirement. This is not an encour-
aging future for nuclear energy in Germany all the more as it seems that Germany may
have a change in its central government after the next election in autumn this year.

2. Nuclear liability and insurance cover

2.1 General aspects

Nuclear insurers should determine and judge some basic criteria before they enter into a
participation of a nuclear risk. Special attention is taken in those cases/countries where
there have been no experience so far.

hi respect of a nuclear tpl engagement in risks of nuclear power plants the following
considerations are be taken into account:

- technical aspects of the plant, like kind of reactor, power output, nuclear safety and
fire protection systems, maintenance, backfitting programme, availability perform-
ance, loss experience;

location and environmental aspects in the vicinity of the site, like population den-
sity, land use (fanning, industry, tourism), external hazards (earthquake, flood,
storm), emergency plans, monitoring of the environment;

- qualification aspects of the operating and maintenance staff, like educational re-
quirements, training programmes, job experience, working conditions;

- scope of legal liability and insurance cover, like financial limits, scope of damages,
risk exclusions, limitation periods.

The plant, site and staff specific aspects are normally collected by a team of engineers
during an inspection. The scope of legal liability and insurance cover has to be collected
by paper studies. Whereas an inspection team will always be faced with different situa-
tions, the scope of liability and insurance cover is countrywise unique so that the neces-
sary paper work has to be done only once.

2.2 Basic rules of the nuclear liability system

The nuclear liability law in Germany is double tracked: Applicable are laws of interna-
tional conventions and the national liability act.
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With the passage of the German Atomic Act (AtG) our national law emerged in 1959.
Within the OECD the so called Paris Convention (PC) was adopted in 1960. This con-
vention has become the basis of the national nuclear laws in the west European member
states of the OECD. It provides a uniform frame of principles regarding liability and
compensation rules, provisions about the competent court as well as how to practise na-
tional law in case of cross-frontier damages. The supplementation and accomplishment
of the basic rules remain in the responsibility of the national law. However it lasted till
1975 before Germany ratified the PC. From that time on the nuclear liability law in
Germany is double tracked.

The basic principles of the German nuclear liability law can be condensed as follows:

- strict liability
- legal channelling of the liability to the operator
- unlimited liability and the obligation to establish a (limited) financial security
- the exclusiveness of the financial security for damages falling under nuclear liabi-

lity law.

2.3 Limit of liability and financial protection

According to the AtG the operator of a nuclear installation is unlimited liable. To ensure
that the victims get compensation for their damages suffered, a private financial security
is obligatory. Its extent shall be in due proportion to the hazards of the installation or
activities. According to this prescription a financial security of DM 5 mio is required for
the first 1 MWth output and is increased by DM 1 mio for each additional MWth output
up to the max. limit of DM 500 mio which will consequently be achieved at an output of
496 MWth. All commercially operated nuclear power plants in Germany are far beyond
this mark. A smaller research reactor with 0.1 Watt operated by the University of Berlin
has to furnish a private financial security of DM 2.5 mio.

The amount of private financial security for nuclear installations, presently fixed to an
upper limit of DM 500 mio (DM 50 mio for transport of nuclear materials), shall be re-
vised once every five years with the view to maintaining its real value. This adjustment
has however been neglected since 1977. Therefore the state of Hessen has launched an
initiative in February 1998 to raise the financial security up to DM 5 billion which is of
course far beyond an inflation adjustment. The application of the state of Hessen to re-
vise the AtG will be treated in the German Parliament within the next months.

In order to correspond to the necessities of private financial security each commercially
operated power plant in Germany has concluded a liability insurance with limit of
DM 200 mio. The amount between DM 200 mio and DM 500 mio (the so called second
layer) is also covered by insurance. However the economical risk of this layer is carried
by the entire community of the operators. For that reason the operators have founded a
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Nuclear Liability Partnership of civil law and concluded a contract with some direct in-
surers to front their financial security. For the indemnifications paid to third parties and
the corresponding loss regulation costs the insurers will be compensated by the Nuclear
Liability Partnership.

Beyond the private financial security of DM 500 mio the indemnification guarantee of
the government has to be considered in addition (the so called third layer). The amount
of the government guarantee can in special cases total to DM 1,000 mio, if far example
the legal liability is excluded from insurance cover.

A survey of financial liability and coverage for nuclear power stations in several se-
lected countries reflecting the situation at the beginning of 1998 are shown in enclosures
2.

If damages caused by a German operator occur in a foreign state the following liability
limits will apply:

(1) SDR 300 mio in respect to contracting states of the PC for which the Brussels Sup-
plementary Convention of Nov. 1982 has come into force,

(2) SDR 15 mio in respect to other states.

The limitation of liability to victims in a foreign state shall not apply if the state in
which damage occurred has comparable compensation arrangements in relation to Ger-
many.

2.4 Obligation of reinstatement

The legal liability requires that the financial security has to be available per nuclear in-
cident.
This provision would impose an obligation of reinstatement by the provider of the fi-
nancial security. The insurers opposed successfully against an obligatory reinstatement
clause and enforced a lifetime limit per insured nuclear installation which complies with
the international reinsurance standard among the Pools. The main concerns of the insur-
ers in this respect are that they may become liable for a second nuclear incident occur-
ring sometimes later, but still connected with the first one, e.g. a breakdown of the
Tschernobyl sarcophagus which is wrapping the evaded radioactive material of the af-
fected unit. Nevertheless there remains an obligation for German insurers for reinstate-
ment, however subject to an agreement upon a new premium.
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2.5 Kind and scope of damages

Legal liability and insurance cover is provided for personal injury and material damage.
In case of a material damage liability, the cover is restricted up to the ordinary value of
the damaged part plus the costs of protection against radiation hazards originating there-
from.

Property losses as a consequence of a personal injury or a material damage fall under
our legal liability and cover as well, but pure property losses are excluded.

Environmental damages are subject to nuclear liability and insurance cover, but only so
far as they can be attributed to an individually affected party. Compensation includes the
costs of reinstatement into the state before the nuclear accident occurs.

2.6 Salvage expenses

Salvage expenses according to nuclear law, can generally not be counted against the fi-
nancial security:
- Salvage expenses initiated by a state authority and claimed under public law are not

indemnifiable because the nuclear legal liability system only provides compensation
for nuclear damages claimed under private law.

- Salvage expenses initiated by actions of the operator or on his request are although not
covered under the financial security because it is restricted to tpl claims. In order to
support necessary salvage or prevention measures, German insurers have placed a
separate cover of DM 1 mio which is free of charge. This amount can be extended on
demand, but against an additional premium.

- Salvage expenses because of precautionary evacuation measures are judged differently:
according to legal experts in Germany compensation can be expected under restricted
circumstances. The evacuation must be necessary from an objective point of view in
order to avoid a personal injury. This precondition would be satisfied if radioactive
emissions have taken place or are an imminent danger after a nuclear accident has oc-
curred. A different opinion, however has been supported by an OECD expert team in
1986.

2.7 Interests and expenses out of unsuccessful litigations

Interests and expenses which have to be reimbursed by the unsuccessful party in a court
case must not be compensated out of the financial security. Such interests and expenses
are according to conventional liability insurance practice in Germany will usually be
indemnified as far as the insurance limit for the higher ranking tpl claims is not ex-
hausted.
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While the interests for delayed loss compensation can be balanced by the insurer
through interests gained via an according investment of the retained indemnification
amount during the delayed period, the situation in respect of costs resulting out of a lost
litigation is quite different. Here the possibility cannot be ignored that the insurer de-
fend tpl claims in order to keep his indemnifications low. By that the financial risk of a
court case will solely be carried by the operator insofar as the separate limit of DM 1
mio for legal interests and costs, which is provided by the German insurer, is exhausted.
For this unsatisfying situation not the insurers have to be blamed, but the lawmakers as
they restricted the financial security only to legal nuclear liability damages.

2.8 Position of inside and outside employed plant workers

The legal channelling of liability which excludes claims against other juristic persons
than the operator (e.g. contractors, builders, suppliers) knows only a few exemptions.
One important exemption is provided in art. 6 (h) PC.

According to this rule the national provisions of workmen's compensation remain unaf-
fected. It means for the situation in Germany that employees of the operator as well as
employees from outside companies who are working on the site, cannot launch a claim
against the operator. As illnesses by nuclear radiation are acknowledged as an occupa-
tional accident / disease the victims are normally entitled for claims only against the
workmen's compensation sceme.

2.9 Intentional emissions (of approved activities)

The definition of the nuclear incident does not exclude the liability for nuclear damages
caused by gradual emissions. In contrary to the legal nuclear liability, the corresponding
German insurance conditions (AHBKA) will not be compensate, if the damage is not
induced by an accident. In such cases the federal financial security will be carried by the
Federal and State Governments.

2.10 Kinds of hostilities and natural disaster

In contrary to the PC, the AtG provides a liability for damages caused by a nuclear inci-
dent due to an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war, insurrection or a grave natural
disaster of an exceptional character. The insurers, however, do not follow the legal li-
ability in these cases again and exclude such risks from their cover.

Therefore the state has to run the financial security for damages of this kind in full
which means from the bottom till DM 1,000 mio.
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2.11 Limitation and preclusive periods

The PC provides a standard preclusive period of 10 years from the date of nuclear inci-
dent. National legislation may establish a reduced period but not less than two years at
which the person has knowledge of his injury and the operator liable.

According to German legislation, claims for compensation shall expire three years from
the date on which the entitled person became aware of his injury and the person liable,
and in any other case thirty years from the date of the event which causes the damage.

In our insurance conditions we stipulate that a claim has to be announced by writing
within a 10 years period after the occurrence the nuclear incident.

2.12 Loss regulation costs

The enormous financial burden of loss regulation costs were realised by the insurers af-
ter the Tschernobyl disaster. Although the place of the accident was far away and the ra-
diation load rate rather low 300,000 claims have been raised only in Germany. The
compensations by Federal and State Governments run up to more than 450 mio DM, in
most cases paid for contaminated vegetable and milk. If we calculate this number of
claims with empirical values from the conventional market with 500 DM per settled
claim, we would come up to pure regulation costs of 150 mio DM.

This example demonstrates that the loss regulation expenses can reach extremely high
amounts and is hardly predictable. A basic principle of the world wide pooling network
for nuclear risks, however, demands that the expenses for loss regulation must be lim-
ited so that each participating (re-)insurer knows his max. financial obligation.

In the USA the problem of unlimited loss regulation costs is solved by their nuclear li-
ability act (Price Anderson) in such a way that these costs can be counted against the fi-
nancial security. But this solution is not possible for sinsurers in signatory states of the
PC.
A financial limitation for regulation expenses of nuclear tpl claims is therefore only
practical by way of a separate sum insured.
However, we should be aware of the following: In case that the real regulation expenses
exceed the prefixed sum insured, the insurer is not allowed to suspend his loss regula-
tion, because his cover includes the examination of the operator's legal liability, the
satisfaction of legally justified claims and the defence of legally unjustified claims.
Now, if the loss expenses shall exceed the prefixed amount for loss regulation ex-
penses, then the insurer is entitled to be reimbursed by the insured for all his expenses
beyond the limit. Therefore it is necessary to fix the separate sum insured to an obliga-
tory amount which will even under worse case condition be estimated as sufficient. This
way, different from all customs of conventional liability insurance, is only acceptable
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for the operator, if the separate loss regulation cost cover is included in the premium for
the financial security.

A survey of the most important aspects of legal liability according to PC and AtG and
the corresponding liabilities and the scope of cover are shown in enclosure 3.

3. Basic dates of the German Nuclear Insurance Pool (DKVG)

The DKVG was founded on May 14th , 1957 as an association of insurance companies
working in Germany for the purpose of collecting insurance capacity for the coverage of
risks connected with the erection and operation of nuclear power reactors by way of di-
rect insurance or reinsurance.
The executive bodies of the DKVG are: member company's general meeting, governing
board (it has established a number of subcommittees in order to decide on the guide-
lines for the transaction of the business) and the pool office (actually comprises 10 per-
sons).
In 1998 the number of member companies participating in the DKVG comes to 84.
The net line capacity for domestic risks amounts to 918 mio DM (md 732 mio DM, tpl
183 mio DM); for foreign risks the DKVG has established separate participation lists to
collect max. capacity for each country and their kind of business (md, tpl).
While tpl and md insurance for nuclear power reactors are an exclusive pool business,
the domestic machinery breakdown insurance of nuclear power plants is a domain of the
conventional market. Not obligatory pool business in Germany are fuel factories, re-
processing plants and storage facilities and transport of nuclear material. Business inter-
ruption insurance is available on demand, but so far not concluded with a domestic op-
erator.
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enclosure 1

Operating results of German nuclear power plants in 1997

nuclear power plant

KWO Obrigheim

KKS Stade

Biblis A

Biblis B

GKN-I-Neckar

GKN-n-Neckar

KKB Brunsbuttel

KKI-1 Isar

KKI-2 Isar

KKU Untenveser

KKP-1 Philippsburg

KKP-2 Philippsburg

KKG Grafenrheinfeld

KKK Krummel

KRB-B Gundretnmingen

KRB-C Gundremmingen

KWG Grohnde

KBR Brokdorf

KKE Emsland

total

gross capacity
MW

357

672

1,225

1,300

840

1,365

806

907

1,440

1,350

926

1,424

1,345

1,316

1,344

1,344

1,430

1,440

1,363

22,194

electricity production MWh
Year
1996

2,919,590

5,311,944

4,253,670

8,389,720

6,513,509

11,353,400

4,909,564

6,077,250

10,879,849

10,432,001

7,250,610

11,472,475

10,058,372

8,630,926

9,864,866

9,988,213

11,134,588

11,124,558

11,136,552

161,701,657

Year
1997

2,916,180

5,218,720

8,518,010

9,043,800

6,723,766

10,805,600

5,333,223

6,272,052

11,538,964

10,465,822

6,704,410

11,706,785

10,690,679

9,671,430

9,710,332

9,471,929

12,528,660

11,836,621

11,235,188

170,392,171

time availability %
year
1996

93.37

91.56

39.88

80.68

94.50

95.84

87.72

87.36

90.94

91.70

92.28

93.29

89.77

85.79

89.97

92.74

89.49

93.93

93.29

88.11

year
1997

94.08

92.32

87.32

86.31

94.81

91.65

100.00

92.00

94.28

94.66

85.75

95.43

93.64

87.70

94.35

89.76

100.00

95.45

94.74

92.86

load availability %
year
1996

93.11

91.43

39.67

80.10

92.02

95.16

82.23

86.17

90.71

91.28

91.36

93.06

89.06

83.91

88.56

91.66

89.16

93.23

93.19

87.11

year
1997

93.83

92.27

87.02

85.94

92.59

91.55

97.40

91.45

94.10

94.37

85.37

95.32

93.51

87.25

92.92

88.68

99.96

95.28

94.58

92.28
source:DAtF/VGB



DKSPQ
enclosure 2

Financial liability and coverage for nuclear power stations
(situation at the beginning of 1998)

^ ^ " \ ^ ^ Country:

Coverage by: ^ " " \ ^
private
insurance
assessment system
among operators
national state
free of charge
national state
liable to charge
assessment system among
Brussel convention states

L

additional liability
of the operator

Netherl.

SDR

275

0

0

1,433
3

125
;

1,833

5

0

hfl

750

0

0

,909

S4P

000

Switzerl.

SDR

356

0

0

153

-

509

sfr

700

0

0

300

-

1,000

unlimited

Germany

SDR

83

124

206

0

125

538

DM

200

300

500

0

3033)

1,303

unlimited

Sweden

SDR

175

0

0

0

125

300

C

SDR

175

0

0

0

125

300

)

Finland

SDR

150

0

25"

0

125

300

(

SDR

150

0

252)

0

125

300

)

Belgium

SDR

80

0

952)

0

125

300

bfr

4,000

0

4,7432)

0

6.241"

14,984

0

Great
Britain

SDR

172

0

32>

0

125

300

(

£

140

0

2"

0

1013)

243

)

France

SDR

74

0

1012)

0

125
1

300

0

FF

600

0

8882)

0

,012"

3

SDR

125

0

502)

0

125

300

Spain

Pta

25,000

0

10,0002)

0

25,0003>

60

0

USA

SDR
US$

148
1" 200
6,456"

8,720()

0
0

0
0

-
-

6,604
8,920

0

Japan

SDR
Yen

172
30,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

-
-

172
30

unlimited

Rate of SDR 31.12.97 0.36662 0.50921 0.41315 - - 0.02003 1.23201 0.12346 0.00500 0.74041 0.00572

1) Amount calculated as follows: 110 units pay per loss USS 79,275 mio (incl. 5% legal costs)
2) Difference between insurance coverage and SDR 175 mio
3) Amount corresponds to SDR 125 mio

Haftungsllmits:SDR-currency 11.04.98



enclosure 3 - page 1

Important aspects of legal liability and private insurance for nuclear power plants

aspects

1. limit of liability

2. indemnity limit
(guaranteed financial
security)

3. obligation for rein-
statement

4. kind and scope of
damages

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

—

SDR 15 mio; higher / lower
L- national limits are possible;

min. limit SDR 5 mio;
(art. 7 (b) PC)

PC assumes that the liability limit is
available per nuclear incident.

German Atomic Act (AtG)

plus executive orders

§5 25, 31 m AtG
unlimited

DM 1,000 mio (thereof max. DM
500 mio by private financial
sources; balance up to DM 1,000
mio by federal financial security,
§9(l)AtDeckV;§34AtG

beyond DM 1,000 mio: assets of
the operator

reinstatement is necessary, if limit
is reduced by 20 % or DM 1 mio,
§ 6 (4) AtDeckV

personal injury and material damage and property losses as a consequence
thereof

compensation for material damage
are restricted up to the ordinary
value of the damaged part plus the
costs of protection against
radiation hazards, § 31 AtG

Environmental damages as far as they can individually be attributed to a
certain victim including a reinstatement into the state before the accident

no liability for pure property damages

scope of cover (AHBKA)

limited; compare indemnity limit

DM 200 mio by the Pools
+ DM 300 mio bv the operators

DM 500 mio by private finan-
cial security

+ DM 500 mio bv federal finan-
cial security

DM 1,000 mio in total
yes, but subject to an agreement
upon additional premium

covered

covered

covered

covered
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aspects

5. salvage expenses

6. interests and expenses
out of lost litigations

7. position of inside and
outside employed
plant workers

8. intentional emissions
(of approved activities)

9. - armed conflict
- hostilities
- civil war
- insurrection
- natural hazards

(acts of god)

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

no regulation

costs for precautionry measures in
order to prevent an imminent
danger are not liable (opinion of an
OECD expert team in 1986)

not included in limit of liability,
art. 7 (g) PC
preceding liability of social security
institutions can nationally be
provided,
art. 6 (h) PC
yes,
art. 1 (a) (i) PC.

no, liability, art. 9 PC

German Atomic Law (AtG)

no regulation

costs for precautionary evacuation
measures are indemnifiable under
determined circumstances:
evacuation must objectivly be
neccessary in order to avoid a
personal injury because radioactive
emissions have taken place or are
an imminant danger after an
already incurred nuclear accident
according to PC

preceding liability of social security
institutions are stipulated;
§13 (5) AtG

yes, only effects on real property are
exluded if caused by gradual
emissions; § 13 (5) AtG

full liability; § 25 (3) AtG

scope of cover (AHBKA)

separate cover up to DM 1 mio.free
of charge; higher limit possible
against additional premium

covered

see salvage expenses

not covered

not covered for obligations in the
sense of § 13 (5) 2 AtG which are
not induced by an accident

not covered, §5(1)6 AHBKA
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aspects

10. limitation and
preclusive period

11. genetic damages

12. loss regulation costs

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

in general 10-years preclusive
period; limitation can nationally be
extended;
art. 8 PC
no regulation

must not be indmnified by the
financial security

German Atomic Law (AtG)

3 years upon awareness or 30 years
from the date causing the incident,
§ 32 AtG

yes, but outside AtG, accoding to
decisions of Germany's Federal
High Court of Justice
must not be indmnified by the
financial security

scope of cover (AHBKA)

preclusive period:
10 years from the date causing the
accident

no regulation, but compare no. 10
,,preclusive period"

unlimited, therefore necessity for
limitation
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